Data centers have quietly become a significant portion of the national electrical infrastructure. The Federal Government alone was operating more than 1,100 in 2009. Along with commercial facilities, the data centers are huge electric power users. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency once projected that such centers would account for three percent of all electricity consumed in the country in 2011, but they surpassed that figure a year earlier. At a 10% cumulative annual growth rate (CAGR), consumption could double well before the decade is out. Steve Collins, an Associate with Vanderweil Engineers, a leading engineering firm (see description below), estimates that the gross power consumed by these “server farms” will increase significantly as centers continue to proliferate and unit electrical loading in them rises to a projected 1,500 W/sq ft.

Data centers differ from most other industries in that electrical power reliability and power quality are exceptionally high. A TIA 942 Tier 4-rated facility will have 100% reliability, but, allowing for human error, the standard allows or projects at least 99.995% average availability (0.4 h average annual downtime over five years), yet, the percentage is often higher than that. High power quality implies stable, correct voltage with undistorted waveform. Equipment is correctly installed, rigorously maintained, and, not incidentally, dependent on miles of copper for reliability.

All of which brings us to One Summer Street, an 800,000-sq ft data center located in Boston’s “Downtown Crossing” (Cover photo). Don’t be misled by that Macy’s sign; the data center occupies most of the 2½-acre, city-block-size building, including systems infrastructure located in the basement levels and multiple roof areas. As a data center, its advantages include a potentially large nearby customer base; eight utility feeds from
two substations for reliable power and service by no less than 40 national and international communication providers. The neutral colocation center is a true carrier hotel. It’s the largest and arguably the most significant data center facility in the entire New England region.

**New Infrastructure**

The Markley Group built, owns and operates One Summer Street. The company is a leading data center developer with properties in the U.S. and Europe totaling more than three million square feet. Markley Group acquired the 70-year-old Macy’s building in 1999 and has invested more than $150 million to create the kind of sophisticated infrastructure a facility of this importance requires.

That infrastructure is the subject of this case study. The building itself was exceptionally sound, with features such as secure walls and high ceilings not found in some purpose-built centers (Figure 1). Its large, multistory roof area was ideal for emergency generators, chillers and related equipment (Figure 2). And, with Macy’s continuing to occupy the lower floors, the center itself is hidden in plain view — not a trivial security consideration.

The building’s old electrical infrastructure was another story. Energy-hungry data centers didn’t exist 70 years ago, so totally new electrical, grounding, IT and HVAC systems had to be installed. Power density exceeds 400 watts per square foot. The Markley Group assigned the building’s makeover to Vanderweil Engineers, a Boston-based firm with more than 50 years’ experience with commercial, industrial and public facilities, including data centers. Besides design, Vanderweil undertook construction administration and oversight, recommended subcontractors, and even conducted detailed inspections during construction. They were also the systems-commissioning and integrated testing agents.

**Fully Redundant Electrical Systems**

The building’s utility vaults are designed for a 20-MW electrical service, which is expandable to 40 MW. The vaults are dedicated to the data center. Two entirely separate 13.8-kV, 10-MW utility feeds enter through the two vaults, each containing four liquid-cooled, 2,500-kVA, 13.8 kV-480/277 V transformers, Figure 3. Three double-ended switchboards provide fully redundant
services, referred to as the “A” and “B” circuits. The data center has never experienced an outage, although it is fully protected should one occur.

The center’s 480-V power is distributed from the basement to server floors via ten 4,000-A copper bus risers. Four 5,000-A bypasses connected to the 6000-A rated switchgear enable load-switching among the riser feeds in the event one service should fail (Figure 4). Power bus risers are physically separate from IT/data risers in order to avoid electrical noise on sensitive circuits.

Approximately one hundred 480 V-208/120 V distribution transformers of various sizes feed servers and convenience outlets (Figure 5). Additional 480/277 V transformers serve lighting and HVAC requirements. All distribution transformers are copper-wound, dry-type, K-rated (mostly K13 and K20) units meeting NEMA TP-1 efficiency standards.

Individually fed power distribution units (PDUs) feed branch circuit panels and remote power panels (RPPs). For redundancy, branch circuits are extended to each server cabinet in an “A+B” configuration from two unique PDUs. The redundancy at the branch circuit improves reliability and permits either half of the electrical system to be shut down for maintenance without disrupting power (Figure 6).

**Going Beyond the Code “Every Day”**

The National Fire Protection Association’s (NFPA) National Electrical Code® (NFPA 70: NEC) is concerned primarily with safety. It doesn’t fully address reliability or sensitive electronic equipment, which are dealt with in publications such as the Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) “Gold”

Figure 4. Switchgear (in cabinets, bottom) and three of the ten 480-V, 4,000-A copper bus risers that feed power to upper floors (top of photo). Four 5,000-A bypasses enable switching among primary feeds.

Figure 5. Two (of more than 100) redundant 480 V-208/120 V distribution transformers feed customers’ servers and convenience outlets. All sub-distribution transformers are copper-wound, dry-type, K-rated, and meet NEMA TP-1 efficiency standards.

Figure 6. Power is fed to equipment cabinets via power distribution units (PDUs), seen here. Each PDU/cabinet is served by a minimum of two branch circuits providing 2N redundancy. Copper grounding conductors are run in ladder racks, above.
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...4 books, and the Telecommunications Industry Association standards, among others. Data centers could not guarantee the levels of reliability and power quality required if they were designed and built to the Code’s minimum requirements. Electronic equipment — especially IT and telecommunications equipment — requires higher reliability and better power quality than the Code’s minimum standards provides for.

For example, Code-mandated wire sizes and voltage drop limits involve safety issues (overheating) but...
can also affect reliability and power quality. Don Esson is the Markley Group’s facilities manager at One Summer Street. “The NEC is a minimum standard,” he says, “and we supersede it every day in every project we work on. Working strictly to Code practice, we would be running AWG #12 wire for a 20-A branch circuit. Our standard is to run #10 instead. It can handle 1.5 times the ampacity; it’s more robust and therefore more reliable. Also, with #10, the customer has the built-in flexibility to upsize to 30-A receptacles in the future if he wishes. There’s very little increase in materials and labor costs, but reliability improves and you usually don’t have to upsize the conduit when upsizing copper, as you would with aluminum.

“We limit the number of outlets per branch circuit to between four and six, except for IT circuits, which are one-on-one, or actually two-on-one since all IT branch circuits are double-ended: each receptacle contains two #10 phase conductors and a neutral conductor for the “A” circuit and two more for the “B” circuit, plus separate full-size grounding conductors.

“Voltage drop is another important consideration. We always bump up one conductor size, so if you had a 100-A feeder, by Code you would typically run #4. We would probably run that with #2 wire. Voltage drop gets taken out of the equation at that point. The Code permits a two percent drop for feeders and three percent for branches, but we hold that to just two percent.”

**Back-up Power**
The facility has approximately 20 MW of emergency generator capacity, and more than 10 MW of rotary (flywheel-type) and battery power in multiple UPS systems. Power cables from generators and UPS systems are in multiple sets of 500–750-kcmil conductors. “Back-up power is extremely important for a facility such as this,” says Mr. Esson, “and, while value engineering may give us a choice to save on cost, it is important for us to utilize quality components to maintain system reliability. Equipment testing, commissioning and integrated testing, along with proper scheduled maintenance, are essential for these equipment items and systems.”

**Single-point Grounding**
Christopher McLean, PE, LEED AP, is Vanderweil’s Electrical Engineer at One Summer Street. From his employer’s side, he’s been personally responsible for almost all of the power distribution improvements during the several years he’s been on the project. That responsibility includes the all-important grounding system. Prior to the inception of the Markley Group’s ownership, tenants were all treated individually, which resulted in each tenant having their own electrical service entrance equipment, a scenario that created multiple ground current loops throughout the building.

“Grounding is critical in a data center,” says Mr. McLean. “Computer equipment is very sensitive to harmonics and high currents, so you want to isolate the equipment from transients, high frequencies and ground currents that might be placed on your grounding system at points of voltage and current transformation. We only have two levels of transformation, from 13.8-kV utility service to 480 volts and again from 480 volts to 208/120 volts, but they occur at hundreds of points where you’re connecting neutral to ground at transformers, switches and other separately-derived systems. Any of those points could feed transients, stray currents or harmonics back to the computer equipment. Our enforcement of a single-point grounding system prevents that.”

The single point Mr. McLean refers to is the center’s main grounding bar, a one-foot-high by three-feet-wide copper plate located in the building’s subbasement (Figure 7). To that plate alone are bonded all ground leads from the building. There are actually two risers for the grounding system: one for the power distribution system, which includes generators, transformers and UPS equipment; the other for IT and communications circuits. Separating the two systems isolates IT/comm equipment from noise, harmonics and floating ground currents that may be present at ground-to-neutral bonds. The two systems are bonded together only at the main grounding bar.

![Figure 7. The main grounding bar at One Summer Street is a three-foot by one-foot copper plate (right) located in the subbasement. All grounding conductors in the building’s two grounding system branches terminate here. The smaller bar at left rear is an extension of the larger bar.](image)
Extending “earthward” from the main grounding bar are multiple connections to building steel in walls and the subbasement floor, as well as to the water main on both sides of the meter. The building stands just 23 feet above sea level, making the floor and footings effective earth-ing points (Ufer grounds). Design ground resistance is five ohms.

Connections to building steel (including the basement floor) are made only from the main grounding bar. McLean explains that “All of the hundred-plus transformers throughout the building are connected to ground, plus we have many neutral-to-ground currents from unbalanced single-phase sources that ultimately put current to ground someplace. Had we connected to building steel from several points on the grounding system, the entire building steel system could have become one giant ground loop. That could compromise the ground-fault settings in switchgear and cause problems everywhere in the building. By connecting from only one point — the main grounding bar in the basement — we’ve created a very robust grounding system that isolates those problems.”

Conduits are also bonded to the grounding system only at the main grounding bar to create a complete system. However — and despite it being permitted by Code — conduit is never used as the only grounding conductor. McLean explains: “In almost all instances, conduit would not be an effective grounding path. We always run at least one separate grounding conductor for each feed. Where we run two parallel feeds in the same conduit, each gets its own green wire. “One look at Article 250 in the Code would show you that the ampacity of the required copper grounding conductor is much higher than that of either galvanized conduit or electrical metallic tubing, EMT. Also, if we used the conduits as grounds, thousands of fittings and interconnections would then have to be inspected, torqued and tightened periodically, whereas a separate green wire only has to be inspected and torqued at the two end connections (Figure 8).”

Grounding connections between the main grounding bar and the two grounding system branches are made through separate risers in the building’s corners, one for power distribution and one for IT equipment. Plans called for adding two more ground risers in the near future. Conductors from the main bar to the building floors are sized at 750 and 1,000 kcmil. They terminate at one-foot by three-foot copper grounding bars at each floor (Figure 9). Smaller conductors lead from those bars to multiple four-inch by one-foot collector bars located high on walls throughout the floor space.
(Figure 10). Two sets of large and small grounding bars per floor serve power distribution and IT equipment, respectively.

**Grounding Overhead and Underfoot**

Equipment racks are grounded by overhead and under-floor systems. For overhead systems, individual cabinets are grounded with AWG #6 or #4 leading to overhead ladder racks. Grounding conductors from all cabinets in a row are bonded to a collector bus cable run in the racks. It may range from #2 to 4/0 in size depending on need (Figure 11).

Collector bus cables are directed to the nearest collector bar. The ladder racks themselves are also grounded via the bars (Figure 12). Cable trays carrying 208-V power to servers are grounded to separate collector bars serving the power distribution branch of the grounding system.

The raised-floor grounding system consists of grids of AWG #2 and 4/0 bare copper, (Figure 13). For approximately every 3000 sq ft of raised-floor area, one 4/0 grounding conductor is run from the grid to the wall-mounted collector bar.
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(Figure 10). Multiple grounding collector bars are mounted on walls in server rooms. The AWG 2/0 conductor, top, leads to the riser bar, while #2 green cable, bottom, is a collector bus for a row of cabinets. Conductor sizes vary with clients’ needs.

(Figure 11). Green grounding conductors bond individual cabinets to an overhead collector bus. In this example, cabinet grounds are AWG #6 and the collector bus is #2, but larger sizes may be used.

(Figure 12). Overhead cable trays and ladder racks are jumpered and grounded with AWG #2 bare copper. These conductors, along with the cable bus that collects ground leads from individual cabinets, are connected to the nearest wall-mounted collector bar.

(Figure 13). Bare copper grounding conductors are shown strung under a section of raised floor. Raised-floor grounding conductors from approximately every 3,000 sq ft of floor area are connected to a wall-mounted collector bar.
**Planned Maintenance Important**

One Summer Street clearly has well thought out and executed electrical and grounding systems, but even these systems can degrade over time: Connections loosen, contact resistances rise and loads change, producing unexpected effects. The electrical and grounding systems at One Summer Street are, therefore, inspected and maintained according to a written program. Grounding connections are checked for tightness on a fixed schedule and re-torqued as needed. Power quality is monitored to ensure clean waveforms and voltage stability. Emergency generators and UPS units are periodically exercised. Systems are also regularly upgraded to meet changing needs.

Data centers are indeed mission-critical facilities with unique reliability and power quality requirements. Top-tier designers and owners like Vanderweil Engineers and The Markley Group, respectively, clearly provide their clients with both of these elements at One Summer Street. The key components are not surprising: sound design, careful installation, attentive management, regular maintenance ... and the correct use of copper for circuitry and grounding.

**Endnotes**


This publication has been prepared solely as resource material for the use of individuals involved in the specification, design, selection and installation of electrical systems. It has been compiled from information provided by one or more of the parties mentioned herein and other information sources Copper Development Association Inc. (CDA) and/or the relevant parties believe to be competent. However, recognizing that each system must be designed and installed to meet particular circumstances, CDA and the parties mentioned in this publication assume no responsibility or liability of any kind, including direct or indirect damages in connection with this publication or its use by any person or organization, AND MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND RELATED TO ITS USE, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, UTILITY, AVAILABILITY OR DOCUMENTATION.